Great writing about women’s lives, issues and histories

Access award-winning books anywhere, anytime and on any device.

‘A great record of all those grandmothers, great-grandmothers, great-aunts and great-greats who had the foresight, the strength, and the opportunity to add their name. They are all, rightly, remembered in this nation’s history.’

Review of *The Women’s Suffrage Petition*

http://womensstudiescollection.bwb.co.nz
collections@bwb.co.nz
The Women’s Studies Collection provides complete online access to a rich area of New Zealand publishing – groundbreaking books on women’s issues, lives and histories. The Collection includes recent additions to BWB’s list such as the widely acclaimed *A History of New Zealand Women* by Barbara Brookes, and *The Women’s Suffrage Petition 1893*, produced for the He Tohu exhibition at the National Library. Significant biographies (Suzanne Aubert, Lauris Edmond, Pauline O’Regan) enrich the historical narrative, alongside key works on politics, economics and feminism. The encyclopaedic *Book of New Zealand Women/Ko Kui Ma Te Kaupapa* and the rich documentary collection *My Hand Will Write What My Heart Dictates*, edited by Charlotte Macdonald and Frances Porter, will be added to the Collection over time. Accessed via any modern web browser, the Collection provides subscribers with ready access to many vivid accounts of the lives of New Zealand women.

**Key features**

» **Authoritative content:** A rare and rich history of publishing on New Zealand women’s experience. Led by the major work *A History of New Zealand Women* by Barbara Brookes, this Collection combines decades of groundbreaking publishing on women’s lives. The Collection also features *The Women’s Suffrage Petition 1893*, a timely tribute to the women who helped shape our nation into what it is today.

» **Flexible and fast:** Optimised for mobile devices – reflecting the needs of today’s students and researchers – and viewable instantly using any modern web browser. Subscribers are given uninhibited access with no proprietary or complex technology getting in the way.

» **Connected books:** Too often ebooks remain of poor quality, siloed within proprietary reading systems and isolated from wider web research workflows. BWB digital Collections address these frustrations head-on, including high-level production values, full, high-resolution illustrations, and new and exciting ways of book content linking.

» **A living resource:** Subscriptions will help fund the future digitisation and addition of New Zealand women’s history and scholarship, ensuring critical out-of-print works will be available to students and general readers into the future.
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